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Introduction

The main focus of this paper is the various connotations of suicide among the Yoruba in the pre-colonial era. In this exercise, my working hypothesis is Farberow's definition of the word suicide as 'self-initiated and self-inflicted murder.' My interest in the subject emanates from my study (for doctoral dissertation) of the culture history of the Yoruba in pre-colonial times undertaken between 1974 and 1977. Thus, as a historian, my main concern in this paper is not the scientific or philosophical, clinical or psychological aspects of suicide but the conventional attitudes of the Yoruba to the subject.

The period under reference dates from unknown antiquity and ends with the effective establishment of British colonial rule at the beginning of the twentieth century. Indeed, colonial rule itself was the culmination of half a century of Christian missionary endeavour to establish the Christian faith and culture among the Yoruba and the British commercial firms' and chartered companies' endeavours to establish the British presence as a necessary protection for their ventures. Thus, a combination of forces mustered by these groups culminated in the establishment of British colonial rule over the then war-torn Yoruba kingdoms. During the colonial era, the British proscribed many indigenous Yoruba conventional rules and practices. The result was that many of the beliefs and practices of the Yoruba which necessitated human sacrifice, slavery, trial by ordeal and other constituents of Yoruba culture which conflicted with the Euro-Christian culture of the British were swept away. Modern industrialization gradually set in during and after colonial rule and the attendant increased geographical and social mobility led to the gradual but steady breakdown of Yoruba communalism and bred unemployment and lack of proper integration of the depressed members of the various communities.

Generally speaking, the Yoruba abhor suicide and express very strong moral disapproval of it, yet, powerful conventional rules and practices uphold and extol some categories of suicide. Herein lies the paradox and, the casual observer is likely to mistake one of the two positions as representing the attitude of the Yoruba on the question of suicide. The point is that the Yoruba abhor some categories of suicide and at the same time extol some; the lines separating both categories are clearly drawn to prevent possible confusion.

Conceivably the episodes highlighted for discussion and illustration in this paper happened before 1900, the only exception being the suicide in 1946 of the Alafin's (king of Oyo) unnamed master of the horse. Therefore, my sources of information include oral traditions, records compiled by

---


European explorers, missionaries and colonial officers. Of course evidence is obtained from literary and academic works produced by expatriate and Nigerian ethnographers and historians. The Yoruba were non-literate before the middle of the nineteenth century when Christian missionaries began evangelical work among them and western education was popularly adopted by the Yoruba only in the early decades of the twentieth century. Therefore, for much of their history the Yoruba preserved information about their culture in oral traditions, a general term for their myths, folktales, songs, proverbs, and ritual ceremonies. As a result, suicide rates and statistics among the Yoruba are underreported because of the cultural inhibitions involved and in the case of the ‘egotistic’ and ‘anomic’ suicides because of the need to protect their surviving families and friends from the shame associated with these.

Customary therapeutic resources

It is necessary to delve briefly into Yoruba communalism in pre-colonial times in order to bring into focus the place of the individual citizen. The smallest social unit was the family; it consisted of a father, \( \text{ba} \), or husband, \( \text{oko} \), mother, \( \text{ya} \), or wife \( \text{a} \), and the children, \( \text{mo} \). Children were ranked elder, \( \text{egbon} \), and junior, \( \text{a bu} \). The Yoruba were, and to a large extent still are, a polygamous people and a sub-unit usually existed in each polygamous family. Children of the common father were called \( \text{obanimal} \) while those of each wife or mother were called, \( \text{omile} \). Numerous families constituted the lineage, \( \text{abi} \). An Ebi consisted of persons who have directly descended in the male line from a common ancestor while all those who descended from this same common ancestor but through different fathers and mothers were called \( \text{ibatan} \). The elder and junior relationship which existed amongst the original children of the common ancestor were preserved among all subsequent descendants and this arrangement was largely responsible for all pervading respect the

Yoruba had (and still have to a large extent) for custom and for the stability of all impersonal relationships among all and sundry. This shows that kinsmen among the Yoruba consisted (and still consist) of members of the lineage, the inegal and collateral relations and, indeed, everyone to whom an individual is related. Kinsmen also include affinal relatives consisting of members of the lineage of the individual’s spouse. The advantages accruing to the individual from his kinsmen were many. As pointed out by Lloyd, the size of one’s kin enhanced one’s social and political importance and the more economically and socially important a man was, the larger his circle of kin. This situation still remains the same and has been summarized by Adepoju a poet who has described the numerous occasions of marriage, naming, chickens and burial ceremonies—when kinsmen honour their relatives with their presence and support them materially. Of course kinsmen also support one another in time of crises.

A vast majority of the Yoruba lived out their lives among their kinsmen and relatives, usually in large compounds each consisting of numerous families made up of old men, their wives and grown-up sons and their own wives, some three generations or more of grandparents, children and grandchildren. The Yoruba did not usually remove themselves from their roots. Although the history of the Yoruba is replete with numerous cases of internal migrations yet the migrant princes, chiefs and even common citizens were usually followed in self exile and settlement by large numbers of partisans who were the migrants’ kinsmen and relatives. Relations with the old homeland generally remained constant and the host communities usually made the immigrant settlers welcome. Thus, people never lacked relatives with whom they shared intimate feelings in times of joy and sorrow.

8 Lloyd, P.C. Yoruba Land Law, op. cit., p. 118.

In the circumstances, the therapeutic resources available to the Yoruba were immense. In the first place, members of each household or compound took care of their people at all times and their constant support provided the necessary assurance against problems of old age, unexpected illness and disaster. Even, leapers lived among their kinsmen, mixed freely among all and sundry and raised their own families. No one was unoccupied in the largely rural and agrarian communities and everyone enjoyed abundance. No one was left to himself and anyone, a kinsman or even a stranger in the sulks or who was wearing sullen looks was asked what the matter was with him and the verbal ventilations that usually followed helped to some extent to assuage his feelings. Thus, Durkheim’s first category of suicide, the egoistic common among individuals who are not properly integrated into their society but are thrown on their own resources and living their own lives to their hearts’ content was unknown among the Yoruba. Living together in large numbers and looking after individual member’s welfare protected the Yoruba from impulses to suicide.

However, Durkheim’s third category of suicide, the anomie, resulting from a feeling of extreme alienation coupled with utter despair and a sense of defeat prevailed among the Yoruba. But a sudden change in an individual’s position or distress usually led him to suicide where the person concerned was obdurate and utterly incorrigible. The Yoruba called this tendency among individuals arangbo and the person, alarangbo. The Yoruba commonly say ‘tide ni alarangbo nte’ meaning, an incorrigible person shall surely come to shame. For a situation in which an individual’s world was destroyed around him and was rendered unable to cope with the new situation usually came about only when kinsmen and relatives had laboured and failed to rehabilitate him. For instance, divorce did not exist in the Yoruba marriage culture. Marriage involved families and the woman was completely integrated into the family of her husband. Separation of spouses was out of the question. Where the husband predeceased his wife or wives, these women were usually inherited by

male relations who were younger than the deceased husbands, and the new husbands had responsibilities for the women and their children. Widows suffered no social isolation and unnecessary despair. There were no broken homes, and children, including orphans suffered no untold neglect. Barren women, or women predeceased by all their children were accommodated with considerable sympathy by age mates of their children and of course by their kinsmen. Life was rural and simple, when not engaged in the farms or in the crafts, the Yoruba spent their time in communal activities and merriment. In the 1850’s Clarke, the American Baptist missionary visiting Abeokuta, Ijaye, Oyo, Ogbomosho, Ijesaland and Ila remarked that the Yoruba are emphatically social people, strong in their attachments, ardent in their friendships, fond of life, hilarity and amusements. This remark applies to all Yoruba communities because the various sub-ethnic groups of the Yoruba are culturally homogeneous.

Yoruba conception of death and post-death

The second aspect of Yoruba culture to consider in relation to suicide is the Yoruba beliefs regarding death. The Yoruba were polytheists, they believed in the existence of an omnipotent God, who was called Olorun, owner of heaven, and Abarisa father of all gods. The other gods and goddesses were called orisa; these consisted mainly supernatural beings and deified local heroes. The Yoruba believed that the Supreme God lived in remotest heaven called, orun aijin, and his children the lesser gods and goddesses inhabited immediate heaven called orun alakeji. All the dead ancestors were believed to live in this immediate heaven and therefore, they too were regarded as gods. As rightly reported by Talbot concerning the people of the Niger Delta that the ancestral shades play their part in the life of the community passing at will from one place to another and helping in mundane matters the dead ancestors among the Yoruba were said to continue to protect the interests of their living offsprings. The Yoruba thus conceived of the dead ancestors as occupying

14 Durkheim, E., Suicide, op. cit., pp. 245-246.
18 Lucas Archdeacon J.O. The religion of the Yoruba (Lagos, C.M.S. Bookshop, 1948) pp. 31-174.
the immediate place, like the gods, between the living and the supreme God. But only those among the ancestors who had lived well, in accordance with conventional injunctions and who were buried with due ceremonies could go to deathland and join the pantheon of ancestors.

The Yoruba classified death into natural and unnatural. Those who died natural death especially of old age received fitting and due funeral ceremonies. Their passing was followed by what Ellis described as 'a usual outburst of exaggerated grief, with loud cries, lamentations and frenzied gestures.' Ellis was partly right in his observation but Clarke's remarks represent a clearer picture of what followed the announcement of the death considered natural. Kinsmen and relatives turned his death to 'an occasion of rejoicing ... equalled perhaps to foreign nations ... when the king dies.' The body is washed usually with a decoction of aromatic herbs to ensure cleanliness of the corpse and admission of the soul of the dead into ghost-land. It was also believed to ensure re-incarnation in pure body. The body is dressed up in the best clothes of the deceased, and then covered with numerous cloths of the deceased and others supplied by his kinsmen. The corpse is then laid in state for a few days ranging from two to five depending on the status of the deceased. This is done to enable kinsmen however widely dispersed to assemble and pay their last respect before burial. Before interment, the body is placed on a board, covered with cloths and borne at a trot through the streets. The men carrying the corpse (the Yoruba did not use coffins) are followed by kinsmen singing the praise names, oriki, of the deceased and those of his lineage.

Actual interment took place towards evening after the procession had returned. It was customary to bury the dead in deep graves in the outlying or along the portico (veranda). This inter-mural burial, the Yoruba believed, consecrated the house by the presence of its ancestors and enabled kinsmen to know where to pray to their ancestors. Thus, it was necessary for a Yoruba to be able to ascertain the grave of his forebears and kinsmen. Interment was accompanied by offerings, sacrifices and lamentations. As the corpse was being lowered, messages were sent through the deceased to long-deceased kinsmen and the ghost of the one being buried was implored to behave itself in ghost-land. Many articles of value, some of them possessed and fond of by the deceased and many others meant for his use in death-land were entombed. For instance, if he was a hunter or warrior, some of his weapons were entombed and if a chief, some slaves were sacrificed at his graveside. Eating and feasting commenced and continued all day and night. Some funeral rites were usually performed on the third, seventh and fortieth days after interment. These were done to enable the deceased to return speedily and be born again into the family. Thus, male children born into Yoruba families after the death of fathers and grandfathers were called Babatunde the deceased father had returned to his own people; while daughters born after the death of mothers and grandmothers were called Yejide or Yetunde — the deceased mother had risen or the deceased mother had returned to the household.

But full burial ceremonies were denied to all those who died unnatural death. These included death resulting from sasswood decoction administered to witchcraft suspects, death resulting from infectious diseases such as small pox, death resulting from lightning and drowning, women who died during pregnancy or at childbirth. Other people who were thus regarded were hunchbacks, twins and suicides. The corpses of infants, youths and victims of sasswood (or other ordeals) were buried in shallow graves behind the household, or were simply thrown away in the bush. Corpses of those killed by infectious diseases were buried in the groves. Dead pregnant women were opened up, the foetuses were removed and buried in inveted earthen wares while the women were left propped up against trees in the groves. The corpse of the drowning was buried at the bank of the river, in most cases at the point of retrieval; corpses of victims of lightning were tied to special trees in the groves. Hunchbacks were cut up, the bump removed and both bump and corpse buried in separate inverted earthen wares. Twin children (except in Oyo) were regarded as an abomination, while the mothers went through

27 Fadipe, N.A. The sociology of Yoruba, op. cit., p. 164.
purification rituals, the twins were killed and buried in the groves.¹⁰ These special burials were done, the Yoruba believed, to prevent the rebirth of these persons and the re-occurrence of the abnormalities. As they were thus denied due burial ceremonies, people believed that they would not go to deathland, rather, their ghosts wandered about desolate,¹¹ haunting the bush and homeland of the kinsmen and finally to reincarnate in animals such as the baboon or plants such as okun trees.

The suicide passed generally as unnatural death. But there were categories of suicide: those resulting from guilt feelings, others motivated by utter despair and the third classified as conventional. Suicides of the first and second categories were regarded as anti-social crimes while the third which had the features of Durkheim’s obligatory altruistic suicide² was highly regarded. The first two categories of suicides were denied due funeral rites, their bodies were left for professional undertakers.³ Their corpses were often left unburied in the groves and were thus called oku igbe – corpses thrown into the bush. Relatives held no feasts for them, and no mourning was observed. Their names were not invoked in sacrifices involving the ancestors. The conventional suicide on the other hand was regarded as performing some sacred duty, Alvarez’s ‘hedonistic ideal’³⁴ in obedience to some indigenous code. They usually consisted of personal servants and wives of obas and chiefs, some chiefs and the obas. Many of them committed suicide or allowed their own slaughter, common citizens and lesser chiefs among them are believed to reincarnate as superior persons.

Suicide terminologies:

The Yoruba word for death is iku. When a common citizen dies, he is said to have been taken or snatched away by death, it is thus rendered iku

ti mu u lo, or it simply that he has gone to deathland, o ti lo si orun alakeji. However, when a chief or a warrior died, he was said to have slept, o sun, or simply that he had obtained his kinsmen’s clothes, o ti teri gb’aso obi. When an oba died he was said to have entered the cellar of beads, oba wo aja okun/akun or the death was proclaimed to the subjects in eulogisms such as ‘there has been a change of house,’ ile pada, ‘the pillar has fallen,’ opo ye or ‘the stake is broken,’ opa se.³⁵ The house here referred to was the ruling house which had produced the deceased oba for, in each kingdom of the Yoruba, many ruling houses alternately provided (and still rotate) candidates for the throne. The pillar here referred to represented the decorated posts adorning the verandah of the palace while the stake here referred to represented the beaded butons which served the oba as his staff of office.

Suicide is called, ipara eni, killing one’s self and the suicide is said to have killed himself, o pa ara re. Suicide terminologies are numerous and are all coined to correspond with the mode of suicide. The means of suicide among the Yoruba included hanging, inflicting razor or dagger cuts and poisoning. Suicide by hanging is said to have p’okun sa. The first person to discover the suicide in that state stripped himself naked on the spot and thus ran breaking the news as he went. Suicides made razor or knife cuts round their left wrists, ge orun owo osi, cut their own throats, gba ‘run or gba ‘run, or disemboweled themselves, gba ‘kun. Inflicting cuts in the manners described above had nothing to do with the christian notion of ‘sin offering’³⁶ as Adeyemo suggested in a paper delivered recently in a seminar, for these modes of suicide were prevalent among the Yoruba and among other African and non-African peoples, notably the Japanese,³⁷ long before their contact with christianity. Suicides who ‘walked away’ as the Yoruba say ‘like the millipede’ – rin lo bi okun often

32 Durkheim, E., Suicide, op. cit., pp. 217-221.
33 Lucas, Archdeacon J.O. The religion of the Yorubas, op. cit., p. 234.
escaped to some distant places and got lost either by jumping over some precipice or perishing in some other way. Those who committed suicide by swallowing poisonous substances were said to have ‘eaten’ poison, *gbe oogun je*, or *gbe ọwọ mi* and where the poison consisted of powdered stuff, the suicide was said to have ‘eaten’ powder, *yan etu je* or *yan ọba je*. These were terms used where the suicides were common citizens, including chiefs but, where the suicide was an oba, he was said to have ‘opened the sacred calabash,’ *ọ si igba ọba*.* Dane guns were introduced into Yorubaland, especially the hinterland states during the second decade of the nineteenth century and snider rifles began to appear in the 1870’s.* Suicides who blasted their heads out were said to have ‘eaten gun bullets’, *yin ọnọbọ je* for such suicides usually put the barrels of the guns in their mouths before they pulled the trigger with their toes. Suicides of the conventional codes especially chiefs usually took poison, most of them in their own homes and among their kinsmen, thus they were said to have ‘gone home and slept’ – *wo ile lo sun*. Those among them who were servants and wives were said to have ‘gone away with their masters’ – *bẹ ọluwa re ile*.

**Personal suicide**

The first category of personal suicide among the Yoruba as far as this exercise is concerned has the features of what Bohannan called ‘institutionalized suicide’ explained by him as ‘suicide in which the offended person kills himself before the front door of his offender.’ Considering suicide of this description as ‘institutionalized’ seems to have only partly dealt with the issues involved and thus Jeffrey’s classification of it as ‘samsonic’ appears more applicable as far as the Yoruba suicide of this kind is concerned. The suicide was usually a common citizen and the causes of suicide were many. A powerful member of the community might rob him, misuse and intimidate him. Two options were opened before him: accept the situation or die. Often blackmail led to suicide. A citizen who felt aggrieved by false accusation of theft, or witchcraft usually professed his innocence and ‘debeat his honour and that of his kinsmen’ by electing to die. This form of suicide represented the most serious form of protest among the Yoruba and it was described as ‘dying on the neck of the aggressor’ – *ku si ẹbi loriun*. The aggrieved and protestor usually committed suicide in the presence of the aggressor or accuser and they were often watched by members of the community. Aggrieved wives, children and slaves usually died by forcibly and repeatedly throwing themselves down or knocking their heads against some hard object such as wall, hard floor and laterite. This is called, *fori so ‘Ile*. Those accused of witchcraft usually swallowed potion made of sassa wood and other ingredients. An aggrieved commoner went alone or was followed by his kinsmen who normally shared in the grief and, at the door or in the presence of the aggressor disembowelled himself, or cut his own throat.

This form of suicide had the connotations of revenge among the Yoruba. The people believed that the aggressor or accuser bore the guilt of the suicide whose death he had caused. It is believed that the aggressor would account and pay fully for his wantonness before the ancestors. In addition, he bore the cost of funeral obsequies or whatever the undertakers claimed. This was usually heavy and consisted of fees (cowrie currency) and kolanuts, palm oil and fowls. Therefore, a mere threat of suicide by an aggrieved person who persisted in professing his innocence was enough to cause the accuser to withdraw his charges unless the latter was sure of his grounds and/or was bent on having his way.

Yoruba folk literature is replete with many instances of persons who expressed disgust for the reacted against personal injuries and infringement on their dignity by committing suicide. Their suicides contained elements of revenge and were therefore samsonic. But one has


43 Evidence collected from Oba Olutobosa the Ologun (King) of Oguntun Ekiti, 19th April, 1975. Corroborated by others such as chief James Ologunagbe, the regent of Ota Atoko, 30th April, 1975 and I.A. Fayewu of 41 Gbelenken street, Ile-Ife, on 24th May, 1975.
to be conversant with Yoruba culture and its allusive language to discover the cause and mode of suicide. Often, the cause of suicide was represented as more light-hearted jokes and often suicide was euphemistically expressed as ‘entering alive into the bowels of the earth’—wo ‘le leave, or transforming oneself into a rock or stream’—s‘ara dota or s‘ara d‘omi. A few instances will illustrate the phenomenon.

In an undated past in Ile-Ife, reputed as the holy city of the Yoruba, there lived a brave hunter named Omowonmi. The source of Omowonmi’s power lay in a powerful charm and to preserve its efficacy, he observed a ritual which carried an injunction that no object might be delivered to him with the left hand. Omowonmi’s wife was privy to this ritual but one day at the gathering of hunters, she used her left hand to serve a cup of wine to her husband. Omowonmi took the wine, yelled out in disgust, grabbed his wife and together they disappeared into the earth. The main theme of this story was that Omowonmi reacted violently to his wife’s betrayal, murdered her and committed suicide himself.

Another tradition has it that Ogun, worshipped among the Yoruba as the god of iron and patron god of hunters, warriors and blacksmiths is said to have discovered that his wife named Efunsake committed adultery with one of his close associates, named Gbaiyegun. Efunsake fled to Saki and there committed suicide before Gbaiyegun. Ogun the husband also committed suicide. The cause of both suicides was the wickedness of Gbaiyegun.

Owo traditions claim that the suicide of Oronsun, one-time wife of their oba named Renrengjenjen, who reigned about the fifteenth century, was the origin of their Igogo festival. Owo is a town in present-day Ondo State and the Olowo (kind) of Owo is ranked among the principal obas of Yorubaland. Renrengjenjen is described as the third oba of the town. His wife Oronsun observed a ritual for which she observed some prohibitions: okro could not be beaten and bundles of firewood could not be dropped in her presence. But the other wives of the oba envied Oronsun’s position, and they betrayed her by performing the forbidden acts before her. In bewilderment and despair, she ‘disappeared into the unknown’. The husband disguised himself in women apparel, a simple tunic, with hair plaited in Oronsun’s style and searched the whole neighbourhood. Oronsun was gone for even and the Igogo festival was thenceforward observed in her commemoration.

The three instances cited here appear legendary but at least the last-mentioned seems to have represented an actual event, for, Oronsun’s name is still invoked at the annual Igogo festival in Owo. The Oba still appears in public in women’s tunic and hair plaits. These instances are not isolated ones and many aggrieved individuals have committed suicide in similar circumstances, but information about them is not forthcoming.

A secondary category of personal suicide among the Yoruba was usually motivated by the desire to avoid pain and disgrace. Events leading to such suicide seem similar to conditions which Alvarez has considered as capable of causing ‘the psychic mechanisms of self-preservation (to) go into the reverse.’ For instance where a person was afflicted with an incurable disease and all efforts by his kinsmen to get him cured had proved abortive, the afflicted might bemoan his fate and, as he was no longer able or allowed to take part in most communal activities, he more often withdrew into himself and might finally take his own life. Thus people resorted to this category of suicide to release themselves from sufferings, further affliction and the shame of defeat. The folk literatures of the Yoruba contain stories of suicides motivated by anguish.

One of such stories, relate how an orphan, whose only food was the praying mantis was once robbed of his special diet by some of his mates. He was so depressed when he discovered what had happened and remained so inconsolable that he called on the gods to send down the chains. The gods did accede to his request and he ‘ascended to heaven’ chanting as he went:

48 Alvarez, A. The Savage god, op. cit. p. 50.
passages were not described definitely. They were probably very deep pits, or were some shrines where the unfortunate people were killed or sold into slavery. Such passages are said to exist in many places in Yorubaland, and the most popular is reported in Ille-Ife, close to where the museum now stands. The location of some of the presumed 'passages' were pointed out to the present author in 1975 during field work but informants claimed that these 'passages' were sealed up on the orders of the authorities when the mode of suicide became rather persistent.

Legends are built around local heroes and heroines who, when in trouble, transformed themselves into streams and rocks, another allusive reference to anomic suicide among the Yoruba. The natural objects into which these legendary figures presumably transformed themselves most probably pre-existed the episodes. One can tolerateably say that the legendary figures were associated with these objects for some inexplicable reasons and circumstances.

Oya, the first example in this exercise, is described as the principal wife of Sango, the Alafin of Oyo whose reign is often dated to the sixteenth century. Oya was a native of Ira, a village situated near the banks of the river Niger. As the leading wife of Alafin, Oya enjoyed considerable abundance and when she heard news of her royal husband's suicide and considered the shame associated with the act, she disappeared into the bowels of the earth at Ira.\

The story cited is only one of the versions often recited in Ado-Ekiti. Several versions of it exist in other Ekiti and indeed among the various Yoruba communities. The plot of each of them revolved around a depressed orphan who committed suicide to end his troubles. In the Yoruba belief, heaven was regarded as the zone lying above the clouds, this zone was believed to have been in some distant past, very close to the earth. As that time, anyone in anguish called on the ancestors and the gods, in orun alakeji to throw down the ropes or chains and the afflicted thus ascended into heaven.

In some cases, people in anguish of any form, and suffering from irremediable situation are merely said to have 'walked away' through some mysterious passage called the road to heaven, ona orun. What these

49 Evidence and folklore collected from David Fabusola, 28 Ereguru Street, Ado-Ekiti, 30th May, 1975. Other versions collected for example by Chief S. Adeifua, the Akapinsa of Ikere (Ekiti) of 88 Amoye street, Ikere-Ekiti 20th April, 1976.

50 In some cases, the story are woven around animals. One has it around the antelope (etu) which preserved its mother in heaven while other animals killed theirs. Fela Anikulapo-Kuti has used this particular story for one of his songs "agbego aye pa yeye re je - Arinjamanikan.".

51 Evidence collected from David Fabusola, Ado-Ekiti and I.A. Fayenuwo, Ille-Ife.
and when it dawned on everyone present that Odegbeni might die, Omidiji fetched the concoction/potion from the shrine. Odegbeni had hardly been revived when, as if by design Ogundele returned. As soon as he discovered that his wife had defiled his shrine, he lost his temper and broke his vow to his wife, publicly calling her, a one-breasted hag! The neighbours were shocked and the woman was in apparent distress. In anguish, she went into the shrine, fetched the potion and fled. Ogundele and the neighbours gave chase throwing all manner of missiles at fleeing Omidiji and screaming their heads out. They never caught up with Omidiji alive, for, when finally they saw her, she was dead, still clutching the pot containing the decoction. But they could not retrieve the pot, for, water was already gushing out of it. Before their eyes, the water became a pool, then a river which they called Oogun (medicine). Its source, tradition claims, lies in the old Egba homeland, it flows through old and new Egbaland. This is the history of the Ogun river in Abeokuta.

The third example is Ogbesa, now a river and a god of Ikoyi communities in Ikole and Igbemo and Ago communities in Ado-(Ekiti). Ogbesa is described a citizen of old Ikoyi (since 1920’s a quarter in Ikole-Ekiti) and is usually described as the leading warrior of his time. He is said to have led his men into an unnamed battle, lost the day and fled before his enemies. Hasty pursued and realising the fate that awaited him if captured – a public exhibition before execution, – Ogbesa reportedly ‘transformed himself into a stream’ which has since borne his name. Of course, the river Ogbesa takes its source in old Ikoyi forests and flows through Igbemo and Ago in old Ado kingdom before it joins the river Ose as a tributary.

The fourth example is sinskiungunrinin described as a citizen of old Illesan, a pre-Odudua community around present-day Ado-Ekiti. Sinskiungunrinin is described as a herbal healer. It is said that the Olokere (ruler of Ikere, then a village some fifteen kilometres south of Illesan) invited the healer to cure him (Olokere) of his leprosy. Sinskiungunrinin was successful in this task but incurred the displeasure of the local medicinemen who had not been able to cure their chief’s affliction. These men plotted and invaded Sinskiungunrinin’s hermitage, a cave behind Olokere’s courtyard. But the powerful medicineman is said to have transformed himself into the huge rock Olosunta, which has since been the most prominent physical feature in the town. He was nicknamed Amoye, one with great intelligence and one who outwitted his enemies. The people had since defied him and the rock has since remained an object of annual worship.

While the four examples might appear legendary because the episodes are not dated, and because the physical features associated with them pre-existed the episodes, the fact remains that these instances seem to represent a feature of Yoruba culture, the root cause and processes of delification. Since Sango is known as a historic Alafin, and Oya is usually named as one of his wives it is reasonable to suppose that the woman actually lived at least as a contemporary of Sango. Except in the case of Omidiji whose actual homeland was not known and whose delification seems rather imperfect, the rituals observed for Oya, Ogbesa and Olosunta seem to have had their origins in some distant historical events.

But instances of suicide similarly motivated by the desire to escape from some insufferable situations and which can be substantiated with evidence will suffice to illustrate the point. Four instances will also be cited; the first episode concerning Owari probably happened during the sixteenth century, the second involving chief Lijofi and over a thousand of his followers happened about 1854; the third concerning Faloo happened about 1879 and the last example women around Efunsetan Akinwura took place early in the 1880’s.

Owari is generally mentioned in Ijesa traditions as a sixteenth-century oba, indeed the last oba of the old capital at Ipole. His kingdom was involved in war with Old Oyo and the commander of Ijesa forces, named Ajagbute was mortally wounded in battle. Fearing that the worst might happen to his throne and his kingdom if the commander of his forces died, Owari is said to have ‘gone underground alive’ – o wo le iye. A few moments after the oba’s suicide, Ajagbute recovered from his wounds and discovering what had happened, he too committed suicide on the spot. Of course, Owari’s suicide overshadowed that of his war chief and for this paper, it is Owari’s suicide that fits into one motivated by defeat and desire to escape from shame and insufferable situations.

The only instance so far obtained of large-scale suicide in Yoruba history took place in Aramoko (Ekiti) in 1854. Events which culminated in


54 Evidence collected from David Fabusola, Ado-Ekiti, & papa John Adelusi, of Ago village (near Ado-Ekiti, a village on the banks of the river Ogbesa) 4th June, 1975.
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this most horrifying episode began in 1850 when the people of Aramoko accused their oba of slave dealing and fearing the consequences, the oba got Ibikunle the Ibadan leader, then in camp at Igbajo to intercede on his behalf with his subjects. Ibikunle complied with the Alaafin's (king of Aramoko) requests and the people 'forgave' their oba. But in 1852, the oba again fell out of favour with his subjects and they set about the machinery to get him out of the throne in the traditional way. Ibikunle once again intervened but this time the Aramoko chiefs and people rejected his services. Ibikunle was infuriated by this rejection and he made war on Aramoko. Ibadan was, in the 1850's fast becoming the greatest military power in Yorubaland but Aramoko put up a stout defence and fought Ibadan for upwards of two years. In the end, after suffering great losses and when defeat was in sight and, fearing what treatment Ibadan would mete out to Aramoko especially the fighting forces, the war chief Lejofa led the way by committing suicide. It is said that over 1,600 Aramoko stalwarts joined their chief in the heroic act.57

The third example, Faloo, was one of the most famous of Ado (Ekiti) warriors in the 1870’s; indeed he was reputedly the most famous swordsman of his time in that part of Yorubaland. Ado traditions refer to him as most probably responsible for the capture by Afo forces of Idaoani in 1879. But later in the year, he obtained a supply of dane guns which he began to practise with. One of the guns accidentally blew up in his face, cutting off one of his fingers. Fearing the jokes associated with those who were thus disfigured, Faloo committed suicide as a face-saving measure.58

The most celebrated suicide of this category as far as this paper is concerned, is that of Efusethan Aniwura. This woman came into prominence during the 1860’s as the best known of Ibadan women leaders. She became the titled leader (iyaloade) of Ibadan women and wielded considerable powers. She was very wealthy; she possessed a large house and court teaming with hundreds of slaves. These were attributes of members of the military aristocracy in Ibadan since the 1840’s. Eventually the iyaloade became notorious on account of her cruelty to her slaves and her cas disorder for the authorities, most especially Momo (Mohammed) Latoisa, the military ruler of Ibadan. In the end, Ibadan leaders arrested the iyaloade and reduced her to the status of a slave at the court of Latoisa.59 She bemoaned her fate and wished, in words immortalized by Isola:

60 Isola, A. Efusethan Aniwura, op. cit., p. 77.
Conventional suicide

Conventional suicide among the Yoruba has many features of Durkheim’s “obligatory altruistic suicide” which Bohannan has defined as one in which the suicide “is bound to an institution part of which doctrine or activity extru suicide as a means of the end value of the institution.” Suicides of this definition among the Yoruba consist of three main kinds: those who allowed or concurred to their own slaughter or immolation as sacrificial victims, those who sought “the favour” as a mark of their loyalty to a master and those whose office demanded of them to die.

Among the Yoruba, the sacrificial (piacular) victim was called oluwo. In some communities the victim were war captives and slaves but in many cases freeborn citizens of near and far distant places were made oluwo. Yet, in some other cases the victims were citizens of the community, oftentimes chiefs and men of rank even in court circles. Occasions necessitating human sacrifice were numerous: crises in the communities, warnings of the priests of impending catastrophe, the incessant demands of human sacrifice by the gods such as Oramfe in Ile-Ife and Ondo, Obafun in Ade (Ekiti) Olufin in Idanre, Anlugba in Old Owo etc. which were made known by the adherents, desire by the communities to appease that patron gods for peace and plenty, important funeral and installation ceremonies, and important annual palaces or community rituals. For instance a powerful ritual in Akure received annual human sacrifice and Omolara and Agbogun, two titled officials of the palace of the Deji (king) to Akure were the victims. For this reason, respective incumbents assumed the title for only a year, the titles were conferred annually on people who knew and accepted the institution and the ultimate slaughter. Indeed, the two chiefs were also called ogbo ijo ogun the sacrificial animal for ogun festival.

71 Ibadan University Press, 1971) p. 106.
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The sacrificial victim was treated with respect and great indulgence for a period ranging between 7 and 9 days prior to the sacrifice. He was thus granted virtually all his wishes except his liberty and no evidence exists of victims who demanded this. On the day of his execution or suicide, the victim was dressed up in rags. The upper part of his body was left bare and his face was covered with red paint and white dots or stripes and vice versa. He was then, in that state, paraded through the streets and alleys. Citizens trooped out and, as he passed, many laid their hands on him thus transferring to him their guilt and sufferings. Others waited at their doors screaming out supplications. The victim was thus led to the shrine or grove, the former usually located within the town or village and the latter at the outskirts. While the crowd waited outside, the priests led the victim into the shrine or grove, he was ordered to make up and sing a song which the people waiting outside echoed. While the hubbub went on the victim committed suicide or was executed.73

The sacrificial victim differed from the criminal, for very few crimes among the Yoruba carried the capital punishment. Heinous crimes included seducing the king’s wife and violating the sacredness of the gods. Murder did not carry the capital punishment. Those criminals who were condemned to death were sacrificed also or were merely executed but they were usually gagged and only the community police and executioners ‘escorted’ the condemned criminal to the place of executions, chanting wierd songs as they went. In Ado (Ekiti) the song was called ‘ajambe’ = ‘the cutting of the dog’.74 Thus, while it was the sacrificial victim who made up a parting song of his own choice, in the case of the criminal the execution squad sang special songs. The sacrificial victim was treated with indulgence, but the criminal was gagged and often physically assaulted; the sacrificial victim went joyfully to his death, the criminal had no choice before him, he was dying for his crimes. The mode of execution varied according to the nature of crime: he might be clubbed to death, nailed to a tree in the public square or decapitated, and his corpse was usually left on the place of execution to rot, and be pestered by predators. Although when killed or when they committed suicide, the corpses of paucial victims might be left to rot in the grove or shrine yet, the places were protected from predators by priests.

Another category of conventional suicide among the Yoruba consisted of those who committed self murder to demonstrate their loyalty to some highly placed person in the community. Such officers of high rank included civil and military chiefs and obas, and the suicides usually consisted of wives, servants and slaves who had special relationships with their masters and chose to be inseparable from them in death. Of course this class of suicide died during the funeral obsequies of their husband and masters.

Wives among the suicides were those who were especially groomed for the purpose. They might be freeborn or slaves, the latter purchased and later turned into wives. Only men of high ranks in the community could afford this rarity. According to the Rev. Charles Phillips of the church missionary society who observed the custom in Ondo in the 1870’s such young women are made to take on oath of fidelity to the masters (husbands). They are regarded and treated as the most favourable of their (husbands’) wives and are always in attendance……. They are made to drink poisonous drugs which destroy in them the power of child bearing.75

Slaves who committed suicide to keep their masters company in post-death were those who had enjoyed abundance of life at the household of their masters. Among the Yoruba, slaves were regarded as members of the household of their masters who might be the actual captors or subsequent purchasers. Slaves were generally integrated into the households of their masters to the extent that they received names and facial or body marks of their masters’ lineage.76 Slaves enjoyed considerable freedom and those among them who had special talents either as craftsmen or medicine men had enhanced status in the household and in the community. Indeed, after three of four generations one could hardly distinguish between freeborns and descendants of slaves in any given Yoruba community.

In many cases, some slaves and servants became so intimately attached to their masters and enjoyed so much abundance that they sought and obtained “this special favour” by which they desired to continue the mundane relationship in deathland. The Yoruba associated this kind of loyalty with the ‘habit’ of the pigeon. Pigeons, regarded as birds of good luck, abounded in large numbers in every household, their cotes often lay within the courtyard. They were most well treated among domestic fowls. As Yoruba houses were roofed with thatch, outbreak of fire was common
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and when this occurred, and while inmates and other domestic animals escaped to safety, the pigeons first flew out of danger only to return one by one to perish in the flames. Thus, the Yoruba commonly say, ‘eiyele ki ba onile ja, ba onile mu, ki o sa lojo iponju’ – the pigeon does not enjoy abundance of life and desert the household in time of crises.\(^{77}\) This saying represented the choice often made by slaves and servants who committed suicide when their masters died. Oguntuju told the story of a slave named Akerele, a captive from Idoani, who enjoyed abundance of life in the household of his master, chief Odogun Assegbecola of Ada (Ekiti) to the end that he commonly boasted before the people saying, *ijo k’ada ba ti gbe s’oko l’eeku re igbe* – the day the machete/cutlass is lost in the farm is the day its hilt is lost also.\(^{78}\) Akerele was thus assuring all the sundry that he would die the day his master died! It was completely a matter of choice but it was partly excused in tradition. Thus, the servant or slave could not rescind his decision, otherwise, he carried the indelible mark of disgrace as a turncoat for the rest of his life and, indeed, was subject to elimination by the children of the master he had cheated.

The most commonly well known conventional suicides among the Yoruba consisted of office holders: Obas, Chiefs and other less important civil officers of each Yoruba state or kingdom who, after their installation lived lives of ordered ceremonial. For instance as the person and office of Yoruba obas were regarded as divine, no Yoruba oba could abdicate and continue to live as a private individual or continue to reign by sufferance, by the clemency of aggrieved subjects. Thus when an oba broke some conventional rules, making his rule no more acceptable to the people, ‘he must die; and by his own hands.’\(^{79}\) In Oyo, the Basorun (the traditional prime minister and head of the Oyo Mesi) delivered the rejection order to the Alafin. Among the Ijebu and Egba, the Osugbo and Ogbonki chiefs respectively delivered the message of death to their oba. In the kingdom of Ile, Ijesa, Kitl, Oowo\(^{80}\) and Ondo, the invitation to suicide for the oba was delivered by leaders of the local police; these were titled Barogbogbosi in Owo and Ayadi in Ondo. The actual message ‘advised’ (a compulsory order) the oba to ‘sleep.’ He might be advised to open the sacred calabash said to contain ancestral relics but which actually contained poison. Oftentimes, the oba was presented with parrot eggs and feathers.\(^{81}\) And as soon as the oba had been thus ‘advised,’ the citizens demonstrated in the streets, blowing the born biggles or flutes made of small gourds and singing the king’s funeral dirges.\(^{82}\) The king normally committed suicide, choosing whatever mode was easily attainable.

While one might say that suicide in this case was forced on the obas, the fact he had to comply with conventional rules represents the suicide as an obligation and a duty to the community. Of course the origin of this convention of rejection by the people and suicide by the oba is not known. It probably represents a modification of king murder suggested to have probably prevailed among the ancient Sudanese peoples, a custom still prevalent among the Jukun ethnic group in Benue state of Nigeria.\(^{83}\) But among the Yoruba, as far as records show especially among the Oyo sub-group, the earliest known oba associated with this invitation to suicide was Odarawu who reigned in the seventeenth century.\(^{84}\) Okinbaloye, the Ewi of Ada earlier mentioned in this paper also lived in the seventeenth century. There might be obas before century who were invited to commit suicide but the traditions do not say, and as far as evidence can show, obas are known since the eighteenth century to have been invited to die. Oba Adara, the Olowo (king) of Owo was invited by his chiefs in 1800 to die.\(^{85}\) In 1834, the chiefs invited Igedu Ojudari, the oba of Lagos to die.\(^{86}\) The Osemowe (king) of Ondo, oba Arilekolasai was asked by his chiefs ‘to go to sleep’ in 1866.\(^{87}\) Even as recent as 1914 during the early years of British colonial rule, the machinery for the ‘advice’ was already set in motion for oba Ademiluyi, the Ooni (king) of Ile when the timely intervention of the colonial administration saved the oba.\(^{88}\)

---
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The death of a Yoruba oba, irrespective of whether it was natural or it was by suicide usually occasioned numerous other suicides and ritual sacrifices of those who must die with him. Such people were called, abobaku, those destined to die with the oba. In Old Oyo and its offshoot, the New Oyo, the Oba's eldest son, titled, Aremo, normally committed suicide when his father, the Oba died. The enforced suicide of the Aremo, said to date from early eighteenth century probably emanated from the fear of the possibility of parricide and the need to prevent the occurrence. But numerous other officers notably the Iya Naso, head of female priests of Sango, Iyelori, head priest of the god of Ori (head) and Iyamole, head of Ija female worshippers, the Osi Efa, leader of the palace servants (the ilari) and the olokun esin, who was the Alafin's master of the horse also died with the oba, perhaps their death was meant to prevent these close associates from committing regicide. But the counterparts of these officers, where they existed, did not have to die when the obas died. For instance, the eldest sons of the obas of most of eastern Yoruba kingdoms are titled Abilagba, they had no rights of succession to the throne and had no cause to resort to parricide. But there were abobaku in every other Yoruba court, they consisted of wives, servants, eunuchs and slaves.

The number of abobaku varied in relation to the estate of the deceased. In the funeral of chiefs, according to the evidence collected in the 1870's in Ondo by the Rev. Charles Phillips, 'two, five, ten or twenty persons' may be immolated whereas at the burial of the Osemwese (king of Ondo) 'more than a hundred persons are killed in various ways from the time of his funeral to the installation of his successor. Many of those thus declared immolated on this occasion were in fact suicides. Of those actually immolated, some were killed but some allowed their own

slaughter at the time the corpse was being washed, some at the entrance to the palace, some in the principal places and some during the internment.

Whatever the office of the abobaku and in all Yoruba kingdoms, including Benin which has had a Yoruba dynasty since the thirteenth century, those dying with the oba chose their own mode of suicide and in their own homes or stations. At the appointed time, kinsmen assembled in the household of an abobaku and held a parting feast. The suicide wore his best clothes and mixed freely among the crowd, engaging many of those present in dialogue. The episode of the Alafin's master of the horse which took place as late as 1946 may suffice to illustrate this point. He mixed freely among his kinsmen and in words immortalized (put in his mouth) by Wole Soyinka, intoned.

'My master's hands and mine have always
Dipped together and, home or sacred feast ...
Our joint hands Raised house tops of trust that withstood.

The siege of envy and the temerity of time. This master of the horse, olokun esin thus engaged in a dialogue during which he highlighted the main reasons behind the belief and conventional rules and practices governing self-inflicted deaths among officers who considered their final action as performing a duty for their king and country. Finally while the feast was on, the abobaku entered into his house and died in obedience to conventional codes, convinced that he was going into death with his master.

Conclusion

This discussion on suicide modes and related underlying cultural attitude among the Yoruba can not claim to be exhaustive, but it would hopefully have upheld and be upheld by Alvarez's warning to the effect that 'no single theory will entangle an act as ambiguous and with such complex motives as suicide.' This paper is likely to point out that the term, suicide has connotations which differ from culture to culture.
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But the modes of suicide discussed in this paper have been greatly affected by two major forces namely British colonial rule and modern industrialization. In the first place, the age-long cultural codes which extolled the conventional and institutional suicides among the Yoruba had been broken following the establishment of British colonial rule. When the British intervened in the inter-state politics of the Yoruba in the 1890’s, one of the earliest proclamations of the British prohibited human sacrifice and the immolation of slaves among the Yoruba in particular and Nigerian communities in general. These proclamations led to the gradual abandonment of many of the conventional rules which enforced the rejection and suicide of obas and the accompanying funeral ceremonies involving all manner of human sacrifice. The various Yoruba communities have since substituted livestock for humans as sacrificial victims.

Lugard’s indirect rule introduced into Yorubaland in 1914 created a situation whereby the colonial administration began to prop up the obas as traditional rulers and to using them as the main channel of communication between the colonial administration and their various communities. The result was that, once the oba was installed by the people and official recognition was given to the oba by the colonial administration, he became or strived to become a good servant of the colonial government while, in most cases be turned himself into a tyrant and despot over his own subjects. The people have lost their conventional prerogatives and could neither apply nor enforce the codes, had they wished to do so. The result has been that many obas of the Yoruba have ruled at the sufferance of their arrived subjects. And although the British colonial administration often investigated petitions and when substantiated, banish a few obas, yet, much of the cultural landscape of the Yoruba had been eroded by the colonial administrative system.

Other developments directly resulting from colonial rule have produced new and more complex situations in the communal life of the Yoruba against which the people had no adequate safeguards. For instance, there were no divorce and broken homes in the indigenous Yorube families. Therefore, incidence of suicide arising from break-up of marriage and the attendant complications and crises were not prevalent in the largely rural and agrarian communities of the Yoruba. Thus, the introduction of the British legal system especially the granting of divorce has thrown the Yoruba family culture overboard and introduced frustrating situations which have become some root causes of increase in the incidences of suicide especially amongst men, women and children whose primary aspirations have been blocked by break-up of families.

Modern industrialization and its geographical and social mobility, rapid urban growth before and during the colonial rule, (the Yoruba was reputedly one of the most urbanized people in the whole of Africa) the resultant drift of the youth in search of the golden fleece and wage employment from the rural to the growing urban centres have combined with other modern developments to undermine indigenous Yoruba communalism. The result has been a gradual but steady collapse and loss of the indigenous therapeutic resources which were available to all and sundry in the old communities. The pressure to achieve the utmost in a situation of harsh economic realities of the times since the 1930’s seems to have further complicated issues and intensified the growing tendency to individualism and to suicide not only among the Yoruba but among Nigerians and indeed, Africans. Defeat in one’s venture and unemployment in a situation where most people are beginning to refuse to be their brothers’ keeper often seem to lead many to resort to psychic depression and alcoholism. The availability of a large variety of toxic substances which make suicide easily and cheaply attainable have not helped matters. Thus, although suicide rates were under-reported in indigenous Yoruba societies during the pre-colonial era that is the focus of this paper, and were similarly under-reported during colonial rule and post-colonial era, yet, it is an undeniable fact that suicide rates (with complex causes and modes) have increased in modern times especially among students as well as middle-aged adolescents.

SUMMARY

This paper examines the conventional attitudes of the Yoruba to suicide. Suicide, defined by Farberow as ‘self-initiated and self-inflicted
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murder’ had many connotations among the Yoruba in pre-colonial times. The people abhored most personal suicides especially those which have the main features of what Durkheim categorized as egoistic and anomie, but extolled his kind of obligatory altruistic. The attitude of the Yoruba to the various suicides was conditioned by their beliefs about death and post-death. Among the Yoruba of the period under reference, natural death consisted in dying at very ripe age, they were accorded fitting and due burial ceremonies which enabled their souls to go to death-land and join the pantheon of the ancestors. Suicides especially of the ‘egoistic’ and ‘anomic’ counted among those whose death were regarded as unnatural. These were denied due burial ceremonies which rendered them incapable of going to death-land and, their memories were generally, except in folklore and in the case of the very lucky few, blotted out.

Considerable amount of customary therapeutic resources, reposed in the Yoruba communalism, were available to the individual and as such cases of personal suicides were few. Yet, suicides prevailed and were motivated by various reasons notably the desire to avenge some personal injury and insults emanating from aggressors and violators, desire to preserve one’s honour and dignity in situations of apparent defeat, utter despair and sudden misfortune. Conventional suicides represent those self-murder approved of by custom among wives, slaves and servants of obas and chiefs as well as the custom-enforced suicide among office holders who lived lives of ordered ceremonials. The latter category of people included civil chiefs, royal intendents and the oba of Yoruba states and kingdoms. Custom-enforced suicides were regarded by the suicides as well as the general public as sacred duties to the state.

But most of the Yoruba attitude and the cultural values which extolled the approved suicides and stipulated disdainful treatment to personal suicides had changed under the impact of British colonial rule and the growth of modern industrialization. While both developments had swept away many of the ancient codes and undermined the Yoruba communal tradition thus seemingly reducing incidences of suicide, they had led to the introduction of new situations for which the Yoruba had had no adequate safeguards and which have tended to lead more and more people to psychic depression and heightened impulses to suicide among the Yoruba in particular and other Nigerian peoples in general.